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“Terrorism with a Human Face”: White Helmets
Were Al Qaeda’s Next Door Neighbours in Aleppo

By Patrick Henningsen and Pierre Le Corf
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In-depth Report: SYRIA

The US and its allies have spun a web of lies about Syria over the last 6 years. After West
and Gulf-backed terrorists were driven from their stronghold in eastern Aleppo this past
December, the West’s propaganda facade has been gradually disintegrating. 

On a recent SUNDAY WIRE episode, host Patrick Henningsen conducted a live interview with
French humanitarian Pierre Le Corf, who has been based in Aleppo for the last year. In this
incredibly segment, Le Corf gives details about the the current safety situation in the city, as
well  as  new  evidence  which  reinforces  previous  reports  regarding  the  US  and  UK
funded White Helmets’ obvious terrorist affiliations.

Listen to Le Corf’s interview segment here: 

Le  Corf’s  video  completely  dismantle’s  the  corporate  media’s  deceptive  White  Helmet
narrative which the west has been promoting intensely over the last 3 and half years.

Pierre Le Corf writes: “As a French citizen, I refuse to support my country’s criminal foreign
policy. Please read my letter to the President of the French republic where I outline my
objections very clearly. In less than two hours I have gathered images of two hospitals that
are still operating, claimed to have been destroyed. I have walked past tonnes of medicines
reserved for the various terrorist groups and prohibited for civilians. I have passed by the
remains of the buildings under the control of Jabhat Al Nusra and the Free Syrian Army, next
door to the White Helmets building, which as civilian testimony shows us, mainly helped
terrorists not civilians.”

Watch this stunning video walk-through of former White Helmet and Al Nusra (al Qaeda)
encampments in war-torn East Aleppo:
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